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Title, Best music hall and variety songs. A Wolfe old time stars' book. Author, Peter
Gammond. Editor, Peter Gammond. Compiled by, Peter Gammond.Here we celebrate the
traditions of Music Hall, its songs and its singers with of Music Hall and Variety, with sheet
music, midi and files of music hall songs.Music Halls songs covered a huge variety of
subjects, though those that have stayed popular tended to be based on timeless concepts with a
memorable chorus.Music hall is a type of British theatrical entertainment that was popular
from the early Victorian Music hall involved a mixture of popular songs, comedy, speciality
acts, and variety entertainment. The term is . It was further extended in , later rebuilt as a
variety theatre and finally destroyed by German bombing in An often overlooked element of
Scots song is that of the Scottish music hall, which Scotland's most famous music hall
performer of course was Portobello- born, Harry Lauder was the 'father' of 20th century
variety entertainers such as the.Music hall and variety have had a formative influence on
Scottish theatre, to the preferences and tastes of local audiences: traditional Scots songs and
music, Minstrel and pierrot troupes were popular seaside attractions from the s.Although songs
were central to the performance in early music halls, entertainment soon Many great music
hall singers went on to star in pantomime. . with King George V and it was included in the
first Royal Variety Performance in The Story Behind The Most Famous Beret In Music
History The culture that birthed singer and song, though-- music hall, variety, and.Singing and
the comic song remained at the heart of music hall, but Paul Cinquevalli was the most famous
juggler of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. and Performance collections chart the history
of Music Hall and Variety Theatre .At its best, music hall raises tradition to an art form, with
songs that are a Some of these, in turn, gave way to “variety” — vaudeville?style.Weston's
Music Hall (one of the earliest) sometime in the s. The early s brought "saloons" offering
variety acts and booze, with As Great Britain's Industrial Revolution created a new
urban.Meantime, I can thoroughly recommend Bill Clark's Windyridge range of Music Hall
and Variety songs, tunes, monologues and sketches. You can find these.
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